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1.

Introduction

Let D

be a commutative

denote the set of non‑zero
zero J?‑submodules
all members
Let f(D)

A

of K

of F(D)

integral domain

with quotient field K. Let F(D)

fractional ideals of D in the sense of [K], i.e.,non‑

and let F'(D) denote the subset of F(D)
such

that there exists some

be the set of finitely generated

members

consisting of

0 ^ d eD

with dA cz D.

of F(D).

Then

f(D)

cz

F'(D) c F(D).
A

mapping

A ―>A* of F'(D) into F'(D) is called a star‑operation on D if

the following conditions hold

for all a e K ‑ {0} and

A,B

e F'(D)＼

(1) (a)* = {a),(aA)* = aA*;
(2) A cz A*; if A cz 5, then ,4* cz B*; and
(3) 04*)*=^*‑
A fractional ideal ^4 e F'(D) is called a *‑idealif ^4 = ^4*. We denote the set
of all *‑ideals of D by F*(D). A star‑operation * on D is said to be of finite
character if A* = ＼J{J*＼Jef(D)

with J a A} for all A e ^'(D). It is well known

that if * is a star‑operation on D, then the mapping
F'(D)

given by

operation

on

J*/ = (J{/*￨/e/(D)

D.

Clearly

we

have

with J cz ^}
A* = A*f

A ―>v4*/ of Ff(D) into

is a

finite character

for all A ef(D)

and

star‑

all star‑

operations * on D.
The
D

mapping

on F'(D) defined by A ‑+ Av = (A

and is called the v‑operation on D,

where

operation on D is given by A ―>^4r= y{/y￨/

^

l)

lis a star‑operation on

! = {xeK＼xA

cD}.

The

?‑

g/(D) with / cz
that is, ? = ty.
^4},
The reader can refer to [G, Sections 32 and 34] for the basic properties of star‑
operations and

the u‑operation.
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Let A ―>A* be a star‑operation on D. A
I = A*

for some

(A*B*)*

element

A

of/(/)). In F*(D), we

for all A*,B* e F*(D).

metisch brauchbar

*‑ideal / is said to be *‑finiteif

A

(abbreviated

define /xF

star‑operation * on D

a.b.) if for all A*,B*,C*

= (AB)*

=

is said to be arith‑
e F*(D)

such that ^4*

is *‑finite,A* x B* <^ A* x C* implies that B* a C*, and is said to be endlich
arithmetisch brauchbar (e.a.b.),if for all *‑finite^4*, B*, C* eF*(D),

A* x B* c

A* x C* implies B* a C*.
Let

X

be an indeterminate

denote the fractional ideal of D
is well known

that if A ―>･
A * is an

{0}U{f/g＼f,geD[X]‑{Q}
quotient field K(X)
is a Bezout
AD*

HK

and

and

In [OM]

we introduced

each

polynomial

f e D＼X], we

e.a.b. star‑operation on

by c(f). It

D, then

D* =
with

for any

function ring of D

For

c(/)* c c(g)*} is an integral domain

such that D* n K

domain

= A* (cf. [G, Theorem

Kronecker

over D.

generated by the coefficientsof/

= D. Furthermore

itis also known

finitely generated ideal A

(32.7)]).The

integral domain

of D,

that D*
we

have

D* is called the

with respect to the star‑operation *.

the notion of a semistar‑operation on D. A mapping

A ―s‑
A * on F(D) is called a semistar‑operation on D if the following conditions
hold for all a e K ‑ {0}

and

A, B e F(D):

(1) {aA)* = aA*;
(2) ,4 c ,4*; if ^ c 5, then

^4*

c 5*; and

(3) (A*)* = A＼
It is apparent

from

properties analogous
In section 2, we
extended
closed"

the definition that semistar‑operations may

show

that many

of results in [G,

to the case of semistar‑operation and
on D

become

have

many

to those of star‑operations.

unnecessary

Section

32] can

that the condition

be

"integrally

in our case.

In section 3, we treat semistar‑operations in the case of commutative

rings

with zero‑divisors.

2.

The integral domain

case

Let A ―>A* be a semistar‑operation on D. A

fractional ideal A e F(D)

called a *‑ideal if A = A*, and the set of *‑ideals of D is denoted
F*(D), we define the product
*‑ideal / is called a

of A* and

B* by i'xB'

*‑ftniteideal if I = A*

semistar‑operation * on D

for some

= {AB)*
element

is

by F*(D). In
= (A*B*)*.

A

A e/(D).

^

is said to be endlich arithmetisch brauchbar (e.a.b.)

if for all *‑finiteA＼ B＼ C* e FJD),

A* x B* a A* x C* implies B* <= C* and is

Kronecker

function rings of semistar‑operations

said to be arithmetisch hrauchbar (a.b.) if for all A*,B*,C*
A* is *‑finite,A* x B* <= A* x C* implies

by c(f). The

e F*(D)

that B* c C*. For

f e D[X], we denote the fractional ideal of D

on

each

such that
polynomial

generated by the coefficientsof/

fractional ideal c(f) is called the content of/.

A ―>A* is an e.a.b. semistar‑operation
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D.

Then

we

We

have

assume

that

the following

t‑AOiiUte

Lemma
1 (cf. [G,
(c(f)c(a))＼

Proof.

Lemma

(32.6)]). For

This follows immediately

Proposition
D[X] ‑ {0}

2

(cf. [G,

from

Theorem

all f, g e D[X] ‑ {0},

[G, Corollary (28.3)1.

(32.7)]). Let

D* =

{0}U{f/g＼f,g

(b) D* is a Bezout

with quotient field K{X)

such that D*C＼K = D*.

domain.

(c) if A is a finitelyGenerated ideal of D, then AD*C＼K

Proof,
we

e

a≪J c(/)* ￡ c(gf)*}.r/?e≪ we Aaye

(a) D* w an integral domain

Next,

c(fg)* =

(a) Clearly D*
shall show

is an Integral domain

that KDD*

= A*.

with quotient field K(X).

= [}{a/h e K＼D c (b/a)*}. If a/beKHD^,

then (a)* <=(&)*, i.e.,(a) <={b)*, and so D <=I/a x (h)* = (b/a)*. Conversely, if
D c (b/a)*, then (a/b) a D*.
Hence

Moreover,

D cz(b/a)* if and

only if a/heD*.

our assertion follows. The proofs of (b) and (c) are the same

of (b) and (c) of [G, Theorem

Corollary

3.

If

* is

as in those

(32.7)1.

an

e.a.b.

semistar‑operation

on

D,

then

D*

is

intp.arallv closed.

Proof.

Since D* is a Bezout

assertion follows from

Example

4.

domain,

Proposition

D* is integrally closed and then our

2(a).

Let V be a valuation evening

semistar‑operation on Z> and is denoted
an e.a.b. semistar‑operation

on D

is also integrally closed. Moreover,

and

of D. Then

by *^V) in [OM].
D*w

A ^> A* = AV

In this case, *(F) is

― V is a valuation domain

D*(n = {0}U

is a

{f/g＼f, g e D[X]

‑ {0}

and
and
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be the set of all semistar‑operations on D. For any

*i, *2 in S(D), we define *i < *2 if A*1 c A*2 for all A e F(D). Let *i and

*2 be two e.a.b. semistar‑operations on D. If *i < *2, then D*x c DH. In fact,if
f/g e D*15 then c(f)*1 cz c(g)*1, and then, by [OM,
(c(fD*2

c (c(grT

For

any two

= c(g)*＼ and

*i,*2 e S(D), *i and

for each A e/(D).
Moreover,
and

If *i and

Lemma

16], we get c(/)*2 =

hence f/g e D,2.
*2 are said to be equivalent if A*1 = A*2

*2 are equivalent, then *i is e.a.b.iff *2 is e.a.b..

for any two e.a.b. semistar‑operations *i,*2, it is easily seen that *i

*2 are equivalent iff D*. =D*,.
Definition

6.

Let {Dasa}

be a family of overlings of D. Then

(＼xADx is a semistar‑ operation on D (cf.[OM,

semistar‑operation of D induced by overrings {Dx}
{Vx}

is a

family

of valuation

A ‑* A* = f]xAVx

Proposition

A ―≫･
A* =

Corollary 10]). This is called a
and is denoted

overrings of D,

then

a

by *{da}. If

semistar‑operation

is called a w‑operation on D.

7 (cf. [G, Theorem

(32.5)]). Each

w‑operation of D is an a.b.

semistar‑operation on D.
Theorem
of D.

8 [cf. (G,

Then

D,{Dx}

Proof.

Let A*

of D＼X＼. If f/g
f]x c{f)Dx

=

f]ADx

associated

g F(D). Let/
^4
c{f)Dx ￡ c(g)Dx

= c(#)* and

tf f/geD*

o be

a

then

for

each

v.

so f/g

c(/)*

A e A.

valuation

with

Let {Da6a}

for all

C＼XeADt{Pi), then

= c{g)Dx

Let

(32.11)]).

be a family

of averrings

f]XeADHDx).

c (V(g?)Ai

Conversely,
c{gyDx

=

Theorem

on

For

and

￡ c(g)*

Hence

A" and

each

e D*

V

be

ao + a＼X‑＼

g be nonzero

therefore

and

//#

let

and

for all AeA.

so

elements

Then

c(f)*

f) AeA D,(D;i)c D,.

c{f)Dk

=

c(/)*Z)A c

e Oaga^*^)

and

the

overring

valuation

so

＼‑anXn e K(X),

^*‑

of D

we

define

v{qq + a＼X + ･ ･･ + artXw) = inf{u(a,‑)￨fl,‑
7^ 0}, then i)is a valuation

on K{X).

valuation

u is called

the trivial extension

be

tion

associated

with

v. Then,

for

only

if c(f)V

<= c{g)V.

ring

{0}, f/g

e W

if and

Proposition

9

semistar‑operation
trivial extension

(cf.

on D
of

[G,
and

V=WHK

Theorem
let W

of v to K(X).
any

two

(32.10)]).

be a valuation

to K(X).

elements

Let

A

overring

=

Let

FF

/

and

the valua‑

g in

‑> A*

be

of D*,

then

The

K[X]

―

an

e.a.b.

W

is the

Kronecker

Lemma

10.

extension of V
Proof.
if and

function rings of semistar‑operations

If V is a

valuation averring of D,

then D*(K) is the trivial

to K(X).

Let / and g be non‑zero

elements of D[X]

only if c(/)*<K) c c{g)^v＼ i.e.,c{f)V

only if f/ge
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W,

Corollary

the trivialextension of F
11 (cf. [G,

valuation overrings of D
induced by {V^}.

Theorem

D* = f]^Wx,

(32.11)]). Let

where

/'/g e D*(K)

f/geD*(v)

if and

to .K'(X).

and let A ―*･
A * = Q^F^

Then

―{0}. Then

c C(^)F. Hence

{Vx}

be a family

of

be a semistar‑operation on D

Wx is the trivialextension of Vi to

K{X).
Proof.

This follows from

Proposition

Theorem

12 (cf.[G, Theorem

8 and Lemma

(32.12)]). Each

10.
e.a.b.semistar‑operation *

on D is equivalent to a w‑operation on D.
Proof.

Since D* is integrally closed, we have D* = [＼kWx, where {Wx}

is

the family of valuation overrings of D*. For each k, we set Vx ― W^C＼K. Then
Vx is a valuation overling of D and by Proposition 9, Wx is the trivialextension
of Vx to K{X).
Dw

= f]Wx

Hence, if we

= D*, and

Corollary

set A ‑> Aw = f]xAv^

hence by Remark

5 w and

then> bY Corollary

11,

* are equivalent.

13 (cf. [G, Corollary (32.13)]). Each

e.a.b. semistar‑operation

on D is equivalent to an a.b. semistar‑operation on D.
If { Vx} is the family of all valuation overrings of D, then A ―>At, = f]xAVx
is an a.b. semistar‑operation on D

Corollary

and is called the b‑operation on D.

14 (cf [G, Corollary (32.14)]). Each

contains Db, the Kronecker

D* of D
b‑operation.
Proof.

Kronecker

function ring of D

If { Vx} is the family of all valuation overlings of D

trivialextension of Vx to K(X),

function ring

with respect to the

and

Wx is the

then Db = C＼xe＼Wx by Corollary 11. Next, for

each e.a.b. semistar‑operation * on D, Proposition 12 shows

that D* = P^Wa,

where

Vx of D, and

Wx is the trivial extension of a valuation overring

D* 3 Dfc as desired.
Proposition
function

15

right of D

(cf. [G,
with

Theorem

respect

(32.15)]).

to the b‑operation

Let

D&

on D.

he
Then

the

Kronecker

so
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* is a semistar‑operation on R, then R*

contains Db.
(2) If R is an overring of Db, then R is a Kronecker function ring of Rf)K.

Proof.
Rb c=R*

(1) It is evident

by Corollary

(2) Since Db
Theorem

that Db ￡ Rb‑

Then

Bezout

domain,

R

is also a

1.3],and so R is integrally closed. Then

family of valuation overrings of R. By

A* = f)xAVx,

WxCiK

16.

extension

to K(X).

If W

Bezout

R ―(

Dt <= R*,

Moreover,

Rf)K

since

overling

V―WHK

of D

by [C,

by

is the

Wx is the trivial

= f]x Vx. Hence

= (]XWX

if we set

= R.

is a valuation overling of D&, then

of a valuation

domain

)xWx, where {Wx}

Proposition 9, each

then by Proposition 9, (RHK)*

Remark

have

14.

is a

extension of Vx=

we

W

is the trivial

Proposition

9. Con‑

versely, if V is a valuation overring of D, then D*{v)is the trivialextension of V
to K{X)

and

respondence

D*(F)riJ^ =
between

and

there is a one‑to‑one

and valuation overlings of ZV If

then the set of valuation overrings of R is in one‑to‑one

17 (cf. [G,

function ring of D

Proposition (32.16)]). Let Db

1.3

he the Kronecker

with respect to the b‑operation. Then dim Db = dimv D, where

is the valuative dimension

18 (cf.[G, Lemma

of D.

(32.17)]). Let A ―>A* be a semistar‑operationo n

D. If A is an invertiblefractional ideal of D,
(AB)* =AB*.
Proposition

cor‑

1.51).

Proposition

Lemma

10. Hence

with the set of proper prime ideals of R (cf. [C, Theorem

Proposition

dimv D

by Lemma

valuation overrings of D

R is a Bezout domain,
correspondence

F

then, for each B e F(D),

19 (cf. [G, Proposition (32.18)]). D be a Prtifer domain.

Then

each semistar‑operation on D is arithmetisch brauchbar. If *＼and *2 are semistar‑
operations on D

Proof.

such

that D*1 = D*2, then *t and

Let A,B,Ce

lows from Lemma

*2 are equivalent.

F(D) with A ef(D). Suppose (AB)* e (AC)*. It fol‑

18 that AB* = (AB)* c (AC)* =AC*,

A is invertible.Then, B* = A

lAB* ^A

lAC*

since D is Prefer and

= C*, which implies that * is

arithmetischbrauchbar. Let *i and *2 be two semistar‑operationson D such
that D*1 = D*2. Then, by Lemma
(AD)*2 = A*2 for all Aef(D).

18, we have A*> = (AD)*1 = AD*1 = AD*2 =
Hence

*i and *2 are equivalent.

Kronecker

Proposition

20.

Let {Da＼aeA}

rings of a Prufer domain
and {Da}

function rings of semistar‑operations

D

and {Dp＼j$eB}
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be two families of over‑

such that f]{Da＼a e A} = (]{Dp＼fie B}. Then {/)≪}

induce equivalent semistar‑operations on D.

Proof.

Set A*1 = f]ADa and A*2 = (

)ADp for allA e F(D). Then clearly

D*i = p)Da = pjD^ = D*2. Next, if y4e/(Z>), then

is invertibleand so, by
^4
18, we have A*1 = (AD)*1 = AD*' = AD*2 =A*2. Thus *i and *2 are

Lemma

equivalent as wanted.
We

shallnow

Lemma

state our main resultsof this section.

21. Let T be a Bezout averring of D. Then the semistar‑operation

*/T) on D is arithmetischbrauchbar.
Proof.
(ABY

Let A,B

^(ACY

and

. Then

principal, (AT)(BT)

C

be in F(D),

ATBT

with A

= (ABY

^ (AT)(CT)

implies

<=(ACY
BT^CT.

finitely generated. Suppose
= ATCT.
Hence

Since AT
*(r) is an

is
a.b.

semistar‑operation on D.

Theorem 22. Let T he a Bezout overring of D. Then D*(r) is a Bezout
averring of D[X] and D* f＼K=T.
Proof. Since *^ is e.a.b.by Lemma
D*,n flK = D*w = T by Proposition 2.
Proposition
and let {Da}
mapping

23 (cf. [G, Proposition (32.19)]). Let D

be the set of overrings of D. The mapping

from

Proof.
family

the set {DA

Let R

overling

and

be a Prufer domain,

Da ―>(Da)b is a one‑to‑one

onto the set of overrings of Db

be an overling of D&. Then

of valuation

valuation

21, D*(r)is a Bezout domain

overrings
of RHK

of R. If we
and

RDK

R=

f]Wx,

where {Wx}

set Vx ― W^f) K,

= f]Vx.

Set

then

A* = f＼AVk

is a

Vx is a
for

all

A e F{D). Then, by Proposition 20, * is equivalent to the ^‑operation on RC＼K.
By

Proposition

15(2), we

have

R = (ROK)^

= (RDK)b.

Thus

the mapping

n : Da ―>(Da)b is surjective.
Next, let Da and Dy5 be two overrings of D
Then,

by Proposition

and assume

that {Da)b = (Dp)b.

2(a), Da = (Da), = (Da)6 (1K = {Dp)b HK=

(Dp)b = Dp,
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(23.4)],Da and Dp are both Integrally closed. Thus

n is

our proof is complete.

Proposition 24 (cf.[G, Exercise 12, p. 409]). Let V be a rank one val‑
uation ring of the form

K{X) + M,

where M

is the maximal ideal of V. If

J = K + M, then J admits a unique S‑representationand J has a unique Kro‑
necker function ring, hut J is not a Priiferdomain.
Proof.

First,by [G2, Theorem

Next, by [BG, Theorem

A I),p. 561], / is not a Priiferdomain.

3.1],each overling of / is of the form eitherD% + M

or V, where {Di} is the family of subrings of K(X)
by [G2, Theorem

A h)], Dx + M

is a valuation ring on K{X).

containing K. Moreover,

is a valuation ring of V if and only if Dx

Now,

of nontrivial valuation rings on

by [G, Exercise 4, p. 249], the family
K(X)

containing K

{K[X](p(X^＼P(x)is prime in ATpf]}.In above, K[X

is {K[X

l]^x‑i^}U

l]^x‑^ is the valuation

ring of the valuation Vqq, where yoo(0)= °o and v(X>(f(X))= ―degf(X) for
the valuation ring of the P(X)‑
each f{X) ^ 0 in K[X], and K[X]
l)+M}[J{K[X]{P{x))+M＼P(X)
is
adic valuation on K(X). Then {K
prime in K[X]} gives a unique S‑representationof J = K + M, and our assertion
follows.
Proposition 25. Let {Fa￨a e ^4} be a family of valuation overrings of D and
let {Wp＼P e B} be the family of all valuation rings W on L such that WV＼K is in
{Fa}.

Assume

that L is an algebraic extension field of K

integral closure of D* in L, where D* ― C＼
{V^a

and

denote by J the

e A}. Then

(1) J=f]{Wfi＼fieB}.
(2) Let *' and
{Fa}

* be semistar‑operations on J and D

respectively. Then

Proof.

induced

by {Wp}

and

]*> is the integral closure of D* in L(X).

(1) follows from [G, Exercise 14, p. 409].

(2) Let Fa and Wp be the triviale xtensionof Fa and Wp to K{X) and L(X)
respectively.
Then, by Corollary 11, D* = P￨{^≪lae A) and J*'= 0(^1$
It is easilyseen that if Wpf)K=
a valuation ring on L{X)
Theorem (19.16)],W

and ^n^Jr)

algebraic.Moreover, WOLe
Then, by [BJ, Theorem

= Va. Next, let W

e {V^ae

A}. Then

to L(Z) and let M

e {V^ae

be

by [G,

have the same rank, since L{X)/K{X)

{Wp＼fie B}, because WHK

be the trivialextension of Wf)L
WHL.

Va, then WpnK{X)

such that Wf)K(X)

6 ^i‑

is

A}. Let IF

be the maximal ideal of

3.6.20],W = (Wf)L)[X}M,x]. By [K, Theorems

Kronecker
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39 and 68],we have height(M) = height(Af[X]),and so W and WHL
same rank. On the other hand, W and Wf)L
since W => W, we have W = W. Hence
Exercise 14, p. 4091.
Definition 26.

have the

also have the same rank. Then,

our assertionalso follows from [G,

Let {Mp＼p e B} be the set of maximal ideals of D and set

S = D[X]― U{Mp[X]＼/1e B}, where X is an indeterminate over D. Then

we

denote by D(X) the quotient ring D[X]S. Then {MpD(X)＼fi e B} is the set of
maximal ideals of D(X).
Proposition
then D{X)

27 (cf.[G. Theorem

(33.3)]). If D' is the integral closure of D,

is contained in J, the Kronecker function ring of D' with respect to the

b‑oneration.
Proof.

Let {Va＼aeA}

D' = f){V≪＼oLeA}. Here,
each

be

the set of valuation

by [G,

Corollary (19.7)(2)], we

Fa is centered on a maximal

f]{Wa＼ae A}, where
Theorem

M^,

(33.3)], D(X)

then Dm^X)

Hence

D(X)

Let

Vx[X]Px[x] = VX(X), where

let {Mp＼fi e B}

Theorem

ideal of D. By

of D.

may

Corollary

assume

and,

Px is the maximal

be the set of maximal

Then
that

11, J ― [D')b ―

Wa is the trivialextension of Va to K(X)

3.6.20], Wa =

Va. Now,

overlings

by [BJ,
ideal of

ideals of D. Then,

by [G,

= [＼{D{X]M?[x]＼pe B} = (]{DMf(X)＼fi e B}. If PanD

cz Va(X), and

so each

ffa = Fa(X)

contains some

=

DM/I).

c / = (D')6 as wanted.

* be an

e.a.b. semistar‑operation

{g e D*[X]＼c(g)* = D*}.
Proposition

Then

on

a

domain

D.

[/* is a multiplicative system

28 (cf.[G, Theorem

(33.4)]). Let D

We

set (7* =

of D*[X].

be a domain

with quotient

field L, let X be an indeterminate over D, and let D/, be the Kronecker function
ring of D
(1) Db

with respect to the b‑operation. The following conditions are equivalent:
is a Prufer domain.

(2) Db[X＼ub=Db.
(3) Db[X]vb

is a Prufer domain.

(4) Db is a quotient ring of Db[X]ub.
Proposition

29 (cf. [G,

Theorem

(34.11)]. Let D

be a

Prufer

plication ring with quotient field L. Then D is a v‑domain, and if H
of divisor classes of D
divisibilityof Dn.

of finite type, the H

is order isomorphic

v‑multi‑

is the group

to the group of
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that X

Okabe

and

Ryuki

Matsuda

30 (cf. [G, Exercise 6, p. 430]).

is a set of indeterminates

over D.

Then

Assume

that D is a v‑domain,

the following

conditions are

equivalent:
(1) D

is a Prufer v‑multiplication ring.

(2) Dv is a quotient ring of D＼X＼.
Proposition

31 (cf. [G, Proposition (36.7)]). Let D

be a domain

which is

not a field. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) Db is almost Dedekind.
(2) Db[X]ub

is almost Dedekind.

(3) Db is almost Dedekind.

Proposition

32 (cf. [G, Proposition (38.7)]). In an integral domain

D

the

following conditions are equivalent:
(a) Db is a Dedekind
(b) Db[X]ub

domain.

is Dedekind.

(c) Db is Dedekind.
(d) Db is Noetherian.
(e) Db is a PID.

Proposition 33 (cf. [G, Corollary (44.12)]). If D

a Krull domain with

quotientfieldK, then Dv is a PID.
Proposition 34 (cf. [G, Exercise 21, p. 558]). Assume

that D admits a

Kronecker function ring D* which is a PID. Then D* is a Krull domain.
3.

The

case of commutative

Let R be a commutative
called a regular element

Definition

35.

regular ideal of R

A

and

an ideal / of R is said to be regular if it

of R.

commutative

is generated

element of a polynomial
of f(X)

ring with zero‑divisors. A non‑zero‑divisor of R is

of R

contains a regular element

rings with zero‑iivlsors

is called a Marot

ring if each

by regular elements. Let f{X)

ring R

be a regular

ring R[X). The ideal of R generated by the coefficients

is called the content of f(X)

Definition

36.

A commutative

any regular element/(X)

and is denoted

by c(f).

ring R is said to have the Property A if for

of R[X], the content ideal c(f) is a regular ideal of R.

Kronecker

function rings of semistar‑operations

Hereafter, a commutative
erty A and

the total quotient ring of R will be denoted

set of nonzero

i?‑submodules

sisting of all members
of R with
F(R).

ring R will denote a Marot

of K

/ of F(R)

dl ￡=R. Let f{R)

A mapping

539

ring with the prop‑

by K. Let F(R)

be the

and let F'(R) be the subset of F(R)

con‑

such that there exists a regular element

be the subset of finitely generated

d

members

of

A ―>A* of F(R) into F(R) is called a semistar‑operation on i? if

the following conditions hold for all regular elements a e K
(1) (al)*=al*;

and I,Je

F(R):

(2) / c /*; if / c /, then /* c /*; and
(3) (/*)*=/*.
R is called a Bezout ring if every finitelygenerated regular ideal of R is a
orincioal ideal.

Lemma 37. Let T he a Bezout averringof R, then A ―>A*w = AT is an
a.b. semistar‑onerationof R.

Proof.

The proof is the same of that in Lemma

20.

Let R* = {0}＼J{f/g＼f,geR[X],g is regular and c{f)* <=c{g)*}.Then we
have the following.
Theorem 38. Let T be a Bezout averring of R. Then R^T) is a Bezout
averring of R[X] and R*(T)f)K=T.
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